A Case Study in Securities Processing Success

**WHO?**
Global financial group offering

- Prime brokerage
- Global securities financing
- Correspondent clearing
- Agency execution and foreign research distribution services

Operating in 15 markets across 5 continents

$298b AUM, including...

$180b in wealth investment bank-related assets

$27b in insurance services operations

**WHAT?**
Needed a complete infrastructure for a rapid go-to-market strategy

Chose FIS’ Securities Processing Suite via a SaaS model, that supports

- Prime brokerage
- Global securities financing
- Correspondent clearing
- Agency execution and foreign research distribution services

**RESULT?**
The FIS Securities Processing Suite provides a tightly integrated ecosystem with the ability for turn-key integration and automation of FIS’ solutions.

- Predictable pricing model
- Reduced risk of TCO inflation
- Mitigated infrastructure burden
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Reach out today to discover the FIS difference.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM
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Predictable pricing model
Reduced risk of TCO inflation
Mitigated infrastructure burden
Fully integrated services
Economy-of-scale pricing
Reduced regulatory risk

FIS has 30 years of experience helping clients achieve business efficiencies.
Reach out today to discover the FIS difference.